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    Vocab ReView
 
Fill in the blanks.
1.  The researchers s_ _ _ _ _ed the attitudes of 2,500 night shift workers.
2.  The company publishes the m_ _ _ _ _s of all its meetings online
3.  The latest i_ _ _e of the journal features interviews with twelve great business leaders.
4.  A trial v_ _ _ _ _n of the program can be downloaded from our website.
5.  He used s_ _ _ _ _r tactics to win the last election. 
6.  The manufacturer has l_ _ _ _ _ed a new car, which will go on sale this spring.

    Listen and fill in the blanks.

1.  As head of the economics program, would you like to ……………. the interviews?
2.  We’ll be repairing our factory’s main parking ……………. over the next two weeks, and it will be closed to 
vehicles until the ……………… are complete.
3.  ……………  ………………  agents sell houses, buildings, and land.
4.  The kitchen comes with modern ………………..
5.  Let’s have a look at the history of this international competition and how it became one of the most 
…………….. 
………………. contests in the world.
6.  I’d like to take a moment to draw your attention to the packet of ……………. you received at 
………………….
7.  He became a ……………… in his own lifetime.
8.  I’m calling to …………… the delivery of your new …………………..tomorrow morning. 
9.  All the rooms are …………….with a projector.
10.  Up to 30 people can ……………. for the training session.
11.  The hall ……………… 500 people.
12.  I’d like to ……………. some………………..
13.  We must increase our ……………..to provide for the children’s education.
14.  I’d like to make an announcement about a new …………….. to our project team.
15.  He almost missed the seminar registration ……………….



      Match each definition (A – G) with today’s vocabulary word (1 – 7)
  DEFINITIONS

A. admired as one of the best and most important
B. a building or area that is used for a particular purpose
C. to organize a particular activity
D. relating to cooking
E. someone who is very famous and admired
F. something you keep or give to remember a special visit or event:
G. to have the space that someone needs

      Gap-filling Exercise

Fill each gap with today’s vocabulary words.

1.  Are non-members allowed to use the …………………?
2.  They ……………….. a survey to find out what type of technical support customers might want
3.  I’ll keep this as a ……………….. of my trip to New York.
4.  The center can ……………. up to 220 students.
5.  Louis Armstrong is a jazz………………...
6.  She was given a …………. of $5,000 a month to raise the four children.
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1.  accommodate
2.  souvenir
3.  prestigious
4.  legend
5.  culinary
6.  facility
7.  conduct


